Grade Eight Worksheet 1
1. On the grand staff below:
A. Draw the key signature.
B. Draw the primary triads and inversions in the treble clef
C. Draw the root in the bass clef..

Bb Major I: Root

1st

2nd

2. On the grand staff below:

IV: Root

1st

2nd

V: Root

1st

2nd

(Use accidentals)

A. Draw the indicated triad in the treble clef.
B. Draw the lowest note indicated in the bass clef.

B / D#

Ab / Eb

F#

Cb / Gb

Eb / G

Gb

3. On the grand staff below
A. Draw the indicated major key in both clefs in the first measure..

B. Draw the indicated parallel minor key in both clefs in the second measure.

C # Major

c # minor

E Major

e minor

D Major

d minor

Grade Eight Worksheet 2
1. On the grand staff below:
A. Draw the key signature.
B. Draw the primary triads and inversions in the treble clef
C. Draw the root in the bass clef..

f minor i: Root

1st

2nd

2. On the grand staff below:

iv: Root

1st

2nd

V: Root

1st

2nd

(Use accidentals)

A. Draw the indicated triad in the treble clef.
B. Draw the lowest note indicated in the bass clef.

D / F#

A

G/D

Bb / F

E

C/G

3. On the grand staff below
A. Draw the indicated major key in both clefs in the first measure..

B. Draw the indicated parallel minor key in both clefs in the second measure.

B Major

b minor

F Major

f minor

A b Major

a b minor

Grade Eight Worksheet 1 (cont.)
4. Answer the questions about the musical example below.
A. Circle the type of minor scale used in this example.
NATURAL MINOR

HARMONIC MINOR

MELODIC MINOR

B. Identify the name of the key.
C. Identify the type and size of the interval in the circle. _____________.
D. Identify the triad in the box. _________________
E. Identify the triad in the triangle. ________________
F. Is this simple or compound meter? _______________
Key:

__________ minor

Grade Eight Worksheet 2 (cont.)
4. Answer the questions about the musical example below.
A. Circle the type of minor scale used in this example.
NATURAL MINOR

HARMONIC MINOR

MELODIC MINOR

B. Identify the name of the key.
C. Identify the type and size of the interval in the box. _____________.
D. This musical example ends on what scale degree? _________________

Key:

E.

Circle the notes that form a sequence of measure one. ________________

F.

Is this simple or compound meter? _______________
__________ minor

